
 



 



Unique kendo event 
Swedes create sensation in the art of Japanese swordsmanship 
 

By Allan Törner, 3rd Kyu kendo12 

Yama-Sha Kendo Dojo, Stockholm and Norrköpings Judoklubb 

It might be hard to imagine that something unique should happen in a sport with a thousand years of 

tradition like kendo. This happened though the 13th to 15th of January3 when l’Association Belge 

d’Aikido, Kendo et Arts Martiaux (A.B.A.K.A.M.), the Belgian association for these budo sports, 

hosted a hatsu-geiko (winter training camp) in Brussels and participants from seven other countries 

showed up. 

Friday the 13th – which participating kendoka henceforth will consider as a lucky day instead of the 

opposite – assembled participants from Japan, England, France, Holland, Germany, Sweden and 

Vietnam in the Belgian capital, where one of three Yama-Arashi schools’ dojos where made available. 

The reception was both heartily and efficient as well as an admirable organisation with regards to 

transportation, accommodation and necessary inside calories which enabled that practice could be 

started the same afternoon and evening. 

The school or circle as the Belgians themselves prefer to call it, encompasses judo, aikido, kendo and 

karate together with jiujitsu, under the chief instructor Tony Thielemans, 3rd Dan judo and aikido, 

guidance. He is also president in A.B.A.K.A.M. The kendo section is led by Jacques Dupont, a Belgian 

“samurai” with a groomed beard and always full of laughter. Us participants would experience many 

more proofs of these leader’s initiative and cooperative bonhomie. 

As chief instructor, well known by Swedish kendoka, the secretary in the European Kendo Federation 

had been invited, Roald M Knutsen 3rd Dan, from Brighton in England. He was assisted by Cyril 

Chadwick 1st Dan from Portsmouth, the only know living Englishman that can in an instance 

transform from a jovial and apple cheeked pub mate to a raging “samurai”. And back again. 

During a rare break in this hard hatsu-geiko, which had caused interest from the Japanese kendo 

organisation, Zen Nippon Kendo Renmei, two Japanese university students appeared, Kastu Shiga 

and Kotaru Hohage with the grades 5th and 3rd Dan. These two now assumed leadership in joint 

consultation with mr Knutsen of the practice according to old kendo tradition which didn’t make 

easier but rather raised it to Japanese level. 

The usual kakari-geiko exercise, which in judo is closest to be like an extensive randori between 

teacher and student (without the teacher practicing on the student) was now carried out in a 

rotation system, where each participant in consecutive order met the two brits and both of the 

Japanese. 

We two Swedes, Robert von Sandor and undersigned Allan Törner from Yama-Sha Kendo Dojo in 

Stockholm established that it blackens before the eyes even for other countries representatives, 

which in the moment hardly brought any comfort. 

 
1 Translation by Hans Lundberg 
2 In the translation the sometimes long and windy sentences have been kept as is. 
3 1967 



Alternately with this kakari-geiko suburi was practiced (hitting with the sword without opponent) 

which also by tradition starts every practice session, together with footwork and kiai. The latter in 

conjunction with the Belgian climate led to that all beer orders on the train home was made with a 

whisper.  

Yet there was no need to feel ashamed for the level of the Swedish kiai in this assembly. The 

effectiveness of this so misunderstood “shout”, which is an expression of the swordsman’s fighting 

spirit, appeared distinctly also later at the concluding competitions where we Swedes performed well 

in this respect. 

It was a rejoice for us Swedes that S Morioka, well known within Swedish judo from training camps 

and competitions and also highly graded in kendo, showed up at the practice. He arrived as leader of 

the Dutch group which also included mynheer Odinott [sic], secretary in the Dutch kendo federation. 

Morioka-senseis western (and unusual) openness, kindness together with lots of good kendo advice 

benefited during the whole session. 

 

Figure 1 - In the middle row from left Allan Törner, Roald M Knutsen, Tony Thielemans, Seiji Morioka, Jacques Dupont45 

Pub in the dojo 
The dojo – which unfortunately was covered by a mat – deserves a special mention. The actual dojo 

was furnished in Japanese style with numerous photo illustrations connected to budo sports. The 

whole of one short side of the spacious dojo was glazed-in against a clubroom to the delight of 

spectators and club members who wished to follow the practice so to speak from the outside. 

The clubroom which in addition to tables and chairs, and to all Swedes surprise and horror6 a pub, 

also contained Japanese armours, woodprints, trophies and miscellaneous Japanese weapons like 

e.g., naginata (Japanese pole weapon) and long-bow, seemed to be the meeting point for all of 

Yama-Arashi members. 

 
4 In the back in the middle Hein Odinot; in the front no. 2 from left Friedhelm Dockendorf and no. 4 Christian 
Colin, no. 1 Vaughn Williams? (Budden, The Oshu Kendo Renmei, 2017) 
5 No. 3 in the front Cyril Chadwick (Leif Svensson jr) 
6 Mixing sports and alcohol has always been restricted in Sweden, especially in earlier periods. 



A great deal of attention was also placed on getting to know each other in other ways than on the 

mat therefore regular companionable meetings were arranged, often with dancing. The club life 

flourishes on the mat as well in more private and social senses with common meals and social life 

among members. 

In the intervals between the two daily three-hour kendo sessions presentations were made in the 

clubroom that could not be avoided to interest a kendoka, namely a surprisingly large collection of 

Japanese swords. 

Katana, wakizashi, tachi, tanto, kwaiken and so on was studied by both Japanese and Europeans and 

Robert here was at his best on his “home pitch”, but also English and Belgian kendoka showed a large 

breadth of knowledge. 

The Sunday concluding training session which in in the program, significantly enough, did not have an 

end time, was dedicated to competition matches, team and individual. At this point in time even the 

Belgian television was present and did numerous takes of film during 5 hours. 

The competitions took on the aspect of “unofficial European championships” with respect to that all 

European countries with kendo on the agenda was represented in the competition. It was especially 

fun for us Swedes to see this understanding of the news value from television when considering the 

size of the sport.   

In the introductory friendly team competition in mixed four men teams Robert von Sandor was 

selected as captain for one team and I was selected for the other team under the command of Jack 

Dupont. The result was Solomonic with the team match ending 2-2 where Robert and I had won our 

matches. 

Two Swedes at the top 
 In the drawn-out individual competition between the different countries’ competitors Sweden lay 

claim to 1st and 2nd place by Robert and undersigned. The competition was based on the principle 

that “the one the cutting down the other passes on”. All I accordance with the principles of a sport 

which originally was a fight of life or death. 

In the special instructor division, it was gratifying for the European Kendo Federation that Roald M 

Knutsen took home the game, but it is not to belittle Roald’s performance, to say that the fantastic 

Katsu Shiga 5 Dan was a judge and therefore could not participate. 

Even though examination within kendo does not have a visual expression in terms of belt colour and 

similar and does not have any other significance than the skill in swordsmanship, we must admit that 

Zen Nippon Kendo Renmei’s recognition of our respective grades , which became the prize for our 

training and competition results  was heart-warming and led to a deep dive into the oriental kitchen 

delicacies which were served to us at the concluding night bend banquet in one of Brussels Chinese 

restaurants. 

[Excerpt from the magazine Judo-Sport nr 1 1967] 

 

 

 

 


